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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Leila Núñez has contributed to the dictionary with 7 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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exfutbolista
Ex-footballer refers to a football player (Footballer) where he retires from that career

lomazo
( This meaning may be given different depending on the country in which you are or in which you live )  Meaning : A
lomazo is the one we hit leading a happy life.  Eating healthy to feel good

mal ambiente
Environment indicates the conditions or circumstances of a place, so you can talk about a "good environment",
"conducive environment" or "bad atmosphere".  A hostile environment refers to the case of a social, psychological or
physical environment that violates the well-being of a living being, making it vulnerable

plurimo
1st Meaning : Distinguished by a plurality of elements . 2) A pictorial work that takes place on multiple supports or
surfaces in an attempt to carry out painting beyond the traditional limits of painting.

semifluidos
It is a semi-rigid material that contains proteins, lipids and low DNA.  The matrix consists of a semi-fluid material
composition.  Using a fluid.  .  .  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be regional idioms, jargons 40, etc.
41 ,

termotactismo
Biology. Attraction or revulsion reaction that temperature causes in some organisms. Sensitivity of certain organisms to
temperature differences, which generally determines their displacement reactions.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be thermotaxia, thermotaxis, cells are sensitive to temperature variations and are therefore equipped
with thermotactism

tolao
When it tells you that these Tolao, tell you that you are crazy, also another meaning is that you don't like anything Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may also be you can refer to that you like someone, or that you are crazy


